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Abstract: This work deals with the experimental and numerical evaluation of the local seismic response 

of Arquata del Tronto area (Marche Region, central Italy), severely struck by the Mw 6.0 August 24th, 

2016 earthquake. Arquata main village rises on elongated WNW-ESE-trending ridge of the central 

Apennines thrust-belt (central Italy), at elevations about 170 m higher than the underlying alluvial valleys 

where Borgo and San Francesco hamlets are built on. Despite their proximity (less than 500 meters), 

Arquata del Tronto, Borgo and San Francesco reported a different damage distribution after the August 

2016 mainshock, suggesting that the seismic response of the area may be controlled by site effects. In 

order to explore this hypothesis, we evaluated the 2D numerical local seismic response along four 

representative geological cross-sections passing through Arquata del Tronto, San Francesco and Borgo. 

Additional 1D analyses were carried out at strategic points along the cross-sections in order to explore 

the 2D physical phenomena governing the local response. The satisfactory agreement between numerical 

amplification functions in linear range and experimental amplification functions obtained by the 

Generalized Inversion Technique (GIT) applied to a large number of aftershocks confirms the substantial 

reliability of the subsoil models. Numerical analyses representative of the 2016 mainshock were carried 

out and processed in terms of peak and key ground motion parameters. A comparison with the damage 

induced by the 2016 mainshock was finally undertaken substantially justifying the observed pattern. This 

study provides general implications about site response and seismic microzonation in sites characterized 

by similar complex geological and morphological settings. 

1. Introduction 

The evaluation of local seismic response at sites characterized by complex geological and morphological 

features represents a crucial challenge. Difficulties mainly arise from both the reconstruction of a suitable 

and robust geological/geotechnical subsoil model and from limitations of geophysical and continuous 

numerical methods in such contexts (Pagliaroli et al., 2015). 

Historical earthquakes in many cases showed the concentration of building damage in the villages located 

on the top of a relief (Paolucci, 2002), evidencing the importance of topographic amplification effects. 

Despite this observation, few instrumental strong motion stations are deployed on these sites and 

generally, when available, data show that recorded amplification is higher than numerically predicted 

(Geli, 1988; Pagliaroli et al., 2011). This discrepancy mainly arises from i) the difficulty to represent the 

complex geological and geotechnical site characteristics in the model adopted for the numerical analyses 
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(generally homogeneous media) and ii) the above-mentioned limitations of the continuous numerical 

models, which are not able to return the discontinuous behavior of jointed rock mass.  

On August 24th, 2016, an Mw 6.0 earthquake (Azzaro et al., 2016) with epicentral area located near the 

village of Accumoli (Lazio Region), hit central Italy (Fig.1). The mainshock was followed by aftershocks 

located southeast and northwest of the epicenter, and by Mw 5.9 and Mw 6.5 seismic events occurring on 

26th and 30th October, respectively, about 25 km to the NW of the previous mainshock (Fig. 1).  

 

 

Figure 1. a) The three major arcs of the Apennine Neogene Chain. The blue rectangle indicates the 

study area; b) simplified structural map of the central Apennines and related seismicity with focal 

mechanism and moment magnitude (Mw) of historical and recent earthquakes. The hexagon indicates 

the epicenter of the January 14, 1703 event. In orange: focal mechanism pre-2016; in red: 2016 

mainshocks; in purple: 2017 events with Mw≥5.0 (modified from Di Domenica & Pizzi, 2017). 

The impact of the 2016-2017 seismic sequence and in particular of the August 24th, 2016 event was 

highly destructive, causing ~300 casualties and extensive and irregularly distributed damage. After the 
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earthquakes of 2016-2017, quantitative seismic microzonation (SM) studies were performed in order to 

obtain a clear background on site effects to perform a correct reconstruction of the municipalities 

(Pergalani et al., 2019). In particular, this paper refers the case study of some hamlets located along the 

Tronto River Valley where a severe and heterogeneous pattern of damage was observed, suggesting the 

potential role of site effects in amplifying/localizing the ground motion. Arquata del Tronto, Borgo, and 

San Francesco villages (all located in the Municipality of Arquata del Tronto) have been heterogeneously 

damaged by the August 24th, 2016 earthquake (Galli et al., 2016; Pagliaroli et al., 2019), although the 

distance among these three sites is less than 500 meters. Figure 2 reports a zonation of the damage 

distribution defined after the reconnaissance activity following the August 24th event (Lanzo et al., 2018) 

and some representative pictures. The damage categories proposed by Bray et al. (2000) were considered, 

ranging from D0 (no damage) to D5 (collapse of the structure). In particular, the level of damage 

increases moving from Borgo (damage D1-D2) to San Francesco (D2-D3) and Arquata del Tronto (D4-

D5). Considering the quite similar vulnerability of buildings, the mutual proximity of villages, and their 

comparable distance from the August 24th, 2016 mainshock epicenter (~9 km), the observed damage 

pattern could be related to changes in seismic motion caused by the particular local geological, 

geotechnical, and morphological conditions of the study area. 

 

Figure 2. Damage zonation and some representative pictures taken within the villages of Arquata del 

Tronto and surrounding hamlets of Borgo and San Francesco after the August 24th, 2016 earthquake. 

Study area and pictures location are also shown. 

Arquata del Tronto village is built on an elongated WNW -ESE-trending ridge in the central Apennines 

thrust-belt (central Italy), made of the alternation of different rocky lithofacies Late Miocene in age, 

partially fractured and with high angle dipping strata, characterized by strong weathering at the shallow 

depths, while Borgo and San Francesco rest in part on Quaternary sediments filling a valley floor. In this 

particular geological scenario, ground shaking may be affected by different factors: (i) stratigraphic 
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amplification due to shallow continental deposits resting on the bedrock; (ii) effects ascribed to the 

topographic features such as focusing/defocusing phenomena and resonance of the relief (Faccioli et al., 

1997); (iii) coupling between topographic and stratigraphic effects or “atypical topographic effects” 

(Marzorati et al., 2011; Massa et al., 2014; Pagliaroli et al., 2015).  

Historical documents reported that also after the Mw=6.9 Valnerina earthquake (January  9th, 1703) an 

increasing level of damage was observed moving from Borgo toward Arquata del Tronto ridge (VII-VIII 

MCS, IX MCS respectively; Rovida et al., 2016), thus confirming the possible occurrence of site effects.  

This paper investigates the role of local conditions in Arquata del Tronto and in the surrounding hamlets 

of Borgo and San Francesco, through a multidisciplinary approach based on experimental and numerical 

methods, aiming at identifying the physical phenomena driving the site response and at justifying the 

observed irregular damage pattern.  

We firstly give a short summary of the state of knowledge on complex topography site effects and a brief 

description of the regional geologic and seismotectonic settings. Then, the results of 1D and 2D numerical 

simulations obtained along four sections and at some representative points located in the three 

neighboring hamlets are presented. The main goal of this work is to quantitatively evaluate the irregular 

amplification pattern experienced during the August 24th, 2016 earthquake, to investigate the causes, and 

to offer a valid methodology for the evaluation of site effects in such complex configurations. 

2. State of art of evaluation of topographic site effects  

In the last decades, significant research efforts were devoted to the understanding of the physical 

phenomena causing the variability of seismic waves on isolated reliefs and across slopes. Focusing of 

seismic waves near the crest, interaction between incident and diffracted waves and 2D relief resonance 

are generally invoked to explain such wave field modifications (Geli et al., 1988; Bard, 1999; Faccioli et 

al., 2002). The first two phenomena generally lead to amplification at crest and an alternation of 

amplification and deamplification along s lopes. On the contrary, 2D resonance involve the whole relief 

and it usually occurs for wavelengths slightly larger than the base of the hill (i.e., for dimensionless 

frequency <1) highlighting that topographic amplification is generally strongly frequency -dependent 

(Paolucci, 2002). This was confirmed by parametric studies on slope morphologies (Ashford et al. 1997; 

Bouckovalas & Papadimitriou, 2004). Numerical studies present in literature also show that a parasitic 

vertical acceleration has to be added to that of the original seismic excitation (Bouckovalas & 

Papadimitriou, 2004) and the amount of amplification increase for steeper topographies (Bard, 1999). 

Despite the large amount of studies on topographic effects, the comparison between the recorded 

amplifications on reliefs and those from theoretical prediction highlighted the general failure of the 

numerical method to quantitatively match the observed amplification (Geli et al., 1988). 

This discrepancy mainly arises from the difficulty to represent the complex geological and geotechnical 

site characteristics in the numerical model. As a matter of fact , many studies considered uniform media 

focusing essentially on the effects of the morphologic features (e.g., Gilbert & Knopoff, 1960; Hudson, 

1967; Hudson & Boore, 1980) and geometric parameters such as the slope inclination and shape ratio 
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(e.g. Sills, 1978). Several observations in areas characterized by particular geological and morphological 

features highlighted the important role played by the coupled stratigraphic and topographic effects, jointly 

concurring in modifying the incoming motion (Spudich et al., 1996; Marzorati et al., 2011; Pagliaroli et 

al., 2015). Massa et al. (2014) refer to this particular condition with the term “atypical topographic 

effects”, while the authors refer to ‘topographic effects’ only in the case where the ground motion 

amplification is mainly caused by the morphological features of the site (i.e., ridges and slopes 

characterized by quite homogeneous mechanical properties). In this respect, the causes of the discrepancy 

between observation and numerical simulation may hence primarily be associated with an 

oversimplification of geology beneath the relief, being more complex than the homogeneous rock usually 

introduced in the models (Geli, 1988; Pedersen et al., 1994; Lovati et al., 2011; Massa et al., 2014). 

Moreover, many numerical models consider simplified morphologies, recurring to idealized triangular or 

trapezoidal shapes cut perpendicularly to the ridge trend, instead of more complex 2D/3D configurations.  

Le Brun et al. (1999) showed that the presence on a relief of a local layer of weathered material may 

produce amplification at frequency not compatible with the effect of geometric features. A numerical 

study carried out by Graizer (2009) on the Tarzana hill (Los Angeles, California), concluded that the 

presence of a low velocity zone at the top of the hill, underlain by relatively high velocity rock may act as 

a wave trap and produce resonance at the same frequency range referable to geometrical features effects. 

Burjánek et al. (2014) performed a systematic study on a set of sites with pronounced topography  

concluding that a major role in the strong systematic amplification observed is often played by the shear-

wave velocity structure, rather than by the shape of the topography. Besides the presence of a low 

velocity zone, often linked to a near surface weathering (Steidl et al., 1996; Le Brun et al., 1999; Graizer, 

2009), in many common cases the seismic response of the hill is affected by modification induced by 

widespread faulting/fracturing and jointed characteristics of the rock mass (Paolucci, 1999; Rov elli et al., 

2002; Martino et al., 2006; Hailemikael et al., 2010; Marzorati et al., 2011, Pagliaroli et al., 2015; 

Vignaroli et al., 2019). 

A correct quantitative evaluation of amplification at complex topographies therefore requires a detailed 

characterization of the subsurface structure (i.e., shear wave velocity structure and internal heterogeneities 

of the relief). 

The limitations of the numerical models in capturing the discontinuous behavior of jointed rock mass and 

the difficulties in the mechanical characterization of such materials makes numerical analyses not yet 

effective in properly capturing the observed amplification linked to topographic complex site effects. 

Experimental methods may be an alternative option for site effects evaluation in complex conditions. 

They are subdivided into two categories: reference site and non-reference site techniques. However, 

reference site methods such as the Site Spectral Ratio SSR (Borcherdt, 1970) and Generalized Inversion 

Technique GIT (Andrews, 1986), may result sometimes not practicable, due to the difficulty to find a 

good reference station (i.e., site located on unweathered and flat outcropping bedrock). For this reason, 

non-reference techniques, such as horizontal to vertical spectral ratios (HVSR), have  received an 

increasing attention and it is usually adopted for estimation of the fundamental resonance frequency at 

sedimentary sites (Lermo & Chávez-García, 1993; Bard & Riepl-Thomas, 2000). Recently, the HVSR 

technique, both on earthquakes and microtremors, has been applied also for the evaluation of topographic 

effects (Chávez-García et al., 1996, 1997; Zaslavsky & Shapira, 2000), showing encouraging results also 
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at complex structures and fractured rock sites and allowing to catch the preferential polarization of the 

amplification and the resonance frequency of the relief (Martino et al. 2006; Pagliaroli et al. 2007, 2015; 

Lovati et al. 2011; Marzorati et al., 2011; Pischiutta et al. 2013, 2017; Panzera et al. 2014; Hailemikael et 

al. 2016; Di Naccio et al. 2017). 

In conclusion, we show in this paper that the join use of numerical and experimental methods can be 

useful in reducing the uncertainties in the quantitative evaluation of site effects at complex site (Pagliaroli 

et al., 2015). 

3. Geological framework 

The Arquata del Tronto territory is located within the Apennine Chain at the boundary between the 

northern and central Apennines Fold and Thrust Belt (Fig.1a) (e.g., Boccaletti et al., 1990; Doglioni, 

1991).  

The study area was affected by multiphased contractional and extensional deformation, which involved 

reactivation/inversion of previous structures (e.g., Koopman, 1983; Di Domenica et al., 2014, and 

references therein). Quaternary NW-SE trending normal fault systems, 15 to 35 km long, are associated to 

intermontane basins and present-day seismicity with historical earthquakes up to Mw 7 (e.g., Calamita & 

Pizzi, 1994; Galadini & Galli, 2000; Boncio et al., 2004; Pizzi & Galadini, 2009). Normal fault 

kinematics indicates a NE-SW directed extension that is fully consistent with the focal mechanism 

solutions of the events located in the northern-central Apennines, including the mainshocks of the 2016-

2017 seismic sequence (Chiaraluce et al., 2017). 

The study area (Fig. 1b) is located approximately 5 km south of the southeastern flank of Mt. Vettore, 

where the Triassic-Miocene Umbria-Marche carbonate succession is tectonically juxtaposed on to the 

Messinian foredeep deposits of the Laga Formation by the east -verging Sibillini Mts. thrust (Pierantoni et 

al., 2013). Furthermore, it is to note that Arquata del Tronto is sited in the area of stress interaction 

between the southern tip of the Mt. Vettore - Mt. Bove (VBF in Figure 1b) and the northern tip of the 

Laga active normal faults (LF in Figure 1b), responsible for the 2016-2017 seismic sequence. In 

particular, the relation between the extended overturned forelimb that characterizes the bedding of the 

Laga Formation exposed at the Arquata del Tronto and S. Francesco and those of the anticlinal structure 

at Borgo (Fig. 3) has been interpreted by various authors either as due to the occurrence of a n  ̴ ESE-

striking, transverse structure (Koopman, 1983; Centamore et al., 1991), or related to an active  N 10° 

oriented west-dipping normal fault (Tortorici et al., 2019). 

The Laga Formation is a siliciclastic turbidite succession largely cropping out in the study area and 

mainly consisting of three associations of lithofacies distinguished according to their sandstone/mudstone 

(S/M) ratio (Centamore et al., 1991; Milli et al., 2007, Marini et al., 2016). The mudstone deposits are 

made of fine-grained silt- and clay-sized particles. In particular, with reference to lithotypes reported in 

Figure 3, LAG4c is the sandstone dominated lithofacies with S/M > 10, characterized by the prevalence 

of very thick beds of massive sandstone; LAG4d has a ratio 3 < S/M ≤ 10 and is generally represented by 

a quite regular alternation of thick beds of sandstone and medium sandstone/mudstone horizons; LAG4b 

shows a grain size ratio 1 < SM ≤ 3 generally given by the alternation of medium sandstone beds and 

massive to laminated mudstone/shale. 
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In the study area, the Laga Formation lithofacies are usually strongly jointed and weathered. As 

mentioned above, in fact, the proximity to the Sibillini Mts. thrust can be responsible for the high degree 

of jointing, which generally lies at a high angle in the stiffer sandstone beds and close to the bedding in 

the mudstone layers. This jointing is also responsible for the marked deepening of the weathered layer up 

to depths of 10-15 m below the ground surface. 

The topography of the area strongly reflects the high-energy relief due to the peculiar position of Arquata 

del Tronto, placed in between the highest peak of the carbonate Umbria-Marche Apennines (i.e. Mt. 

Vettore, 2476 m a.s.l.) and the Tronto River valley. This morphological and structural setting, combined 

with the high rate of uplift that the Apennines undergo since the early Middle Pleistocene (D'Agostino et 

al., 2001; Pizzi, 2003), is responsible for deep fluvial downcutting which originated very steep valleys 

with interposed narrow and elongated reliefs. These valleys are commonly infilled by alluvial gravel, 

gravitational and debris-flow deposits with a variable amount of sandy-silty matrix (Mancini et al., 2019). 

4. Methods 

This work integrates geological, geophysical, and geomechanical approaches aimed at defining the 

subsoil model of the study area and to understand the reason behind the spatial variation in the damage 

pattern observed in the aftermath of the August 24th, 2016 central Italy event. Considering the limitations 

of both the numerical and experimental methods for such complex sites, as discussed in section two, our 

estimation of ground motion amplification was made by integrating both methods. 

The adopted method includes three main steps: 

● Definition of a preliminary geological model. We drew a preliminary, mainly geological, model 

based on: (i) a detailed geological-structural survey, carried out with the aim to constrain the 

nature, geometry and thickness of the lithotypes. The area we mapped is within the Arquata del 

Tronto Municipality and extends from the north of San Francesco hamlet to the south of Arquata 

del Tronto village, and encompasses the hamlets of Camartina, to the west, and Borgo, to the east, 

with a surface extension of about 1 km
2
 (Fig. 3); (ii) in situ-geomechanical characterization, 

performed by using a Schmidt hammer (e.g., Aydin & Basu, 2005). It aimed to test the 

relationships between the uniaxial compressive strength and the lithotypes. We performed a series 

of in-situ measurements on sub-vertical exposures of the rock mass. We measured the hardness 

index by applying the push rod of the Schmidt hammer in the central part of the bedding layer. We 

performed multiple measurements in each site in order to perform a statistical analysis on the 

obtained results. Eventually, we converted the hardness index into the uniaxial compressive 

strength (measured in MPa) by using the conversion chart provided within the Schmidt hammer 

manual; (iii) pre-existing and newly acquired geological and geophysical data. In particular, data 

used for this study consist of down-hole (DH), Multichannel Analysis of Surface Waves (MASW), 

Electrical Resistivity Tomography (ERT), noise measurements (HVSR). The location of pre -

existing in situ investigations is shown in Figure 3, marked with black labels. In the same figure, 

we also reported the location of two of the thirteen temporary seismological stations installed by 

the Italian National Institute of Oceanography and Applied Geophysics, hereinafter OGS, from 

September 30th, 2016 to February 17th, 2017 (Laurenzano et al., 2019 and Priolo et al., 2019) in 
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the area struck by the seismic sequence. Moreover, in this work we make use of additional HVSR 

from noise measurements (green labels in Figure 3) performed in the Pianella and Camartina 

Valley, in order to better constrain the thickness of the Quaternary covers and to evaluate the shear 

wave velocity profiles and the resonance frequencies. Further HVRS tests were also carried out on 

the Arquata del Tronto ridge with the aim to investigate preferential directions of the amplification 

(i.e., polarization of ground motion). In the Appendix we report all the interpreted borehole 

stratigraphies and DH results used to constrain the subsoil model. The original seismic 

microzonation studies and related data are available at www.webms.it and at 

https://sisma2016data.it/microzonazione/. The cumulative interpretation of these data allowed us 

to draw four geologic cross-section passing through the study area. In detail we drew two 

orthogonal sections cutting Arquata del Tronto ridge (Section 1 and Section 4, in Figure 3), and 

two sections transverse to the axis of the Pianella and Camartina valley, passing through San 

Francesco (Section 2, in Figure 3) and Borgo (Section 3 in Figure 3) villages, respectively. 

● Definition of a preliminary subsoil model and its calibration in linear range . The Vs values 

assigned to the lithotypes were generally derived from MASW and DH tests carried out in the 

study area, whereas no direct investigations were available, the shear-wave velocity of lithotypes 

were assumed considering, when presents, DH data on equivalent lithotypes acquired in the 

neighboring areas (within a radius of 15 km), otherwise, considering the results of the mechanical 

surveys performed on the ridge. As documented by Rajabi et al. (2017), we interpreted an 

increasing value of the uniaxial compressive strength with higher values of shear wave velocity. 

Regarding the nonlinear properties in this work we adopted literature curves for cover soils, 

whereas rocky lithotypes, characterized by high values of stiffness, were considered as linear 

visco-elastic materials. Finally, by using numerical and experimental results, the preliminary 

subsoil model was calibrated and validated in linear range by comparing the amplification 

functions obtained by 1D and 2D numerical analyses, performed in this study, with the 

corresponding experimental functions coming from the site response analyses performed by 

Laurenzano et al. (2019) by using the Generalized Inversion Technique GIT (Andrews, 1986) at 

the temporary stations located on the Arquata del Tronto ridge (at the Fortress location) and on the 

valley where the hamlet of Borgo is placed (MZ80 and MZ85, respectively, in Figure 3). A 

complete description of the site response analysis performed in the Arquata del Tronto 

municipality can be found in Laurenzano et al. (2019). Here we only report that GIT analyses were 

performed on the ground motion recordings of the thirteen seismological stations installed in the 

municipalities of Arquata del Tronto and Montegallo, for approximately 5 months, when the 

seismic sequence was ongoing. Station MZ75, located roughly 15 km NE of Arquata del Tronto 

hamlet (in the Uscerno village - Montegallo municipality) and installed on geological bedrock 

(i.e., the arenaceous lithofacies of the Laga Formation) was identified as the reference site in virtue 

of its flat HVSR curve. As GIT technique was applied only to events having M<5 (maximum PGA 

of about 0.05g) and considering the quite high values of stiffness of the materials, the experimental 

amplification functions are not supposed to be affected by the material nonlinearity, thus 

depending only on mechanical properties in the linear range (Vs, Vp) and surficial/buried 

morphologic features. Accordingly, we carried out 1D and 2D linear site response analyses and we 
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computed results at the locations of MZ80 and MZ85 seismological stations. The 1D analyses 

were carried out by using the STRATA code (Kottke et al., 2013) in the frequency domain, 

whereas the 2D simulations were carried out by using the finite element time domain QUAD4M 

computer code (Hudson et al., 1994).   Following this calibration step, the subsoil model was 

slightly updated, remaining generally consistent with direct geological, geophysical, and 

geotechnical information, in order to better capture the experimental response in terms of 

resonance frequencies and amount of amplification. In particular, slight changes have been made 

in the deep stratigraphic contact and for those Vs values where no direct information was 

available. 

● Numerical modelling of August 24th, 2016 mainshock and validation of the model in non -linear 

range. After the calibration of the subsoil model, numerical analyses were carried out for the four 

sections along Arquata del Tronto, San Francesco and Borgo hamlets by using a seismic input 

representative of the August 24th, 2016 mainshock. In particular, a set of 7 real accelerograms  was 

selected in order to be compatible on average, in the 0.1-1.1 s period range, with the mainshock 

target spectrum; the Akkar et al. (2014) ground motion prediction equation, assuming Mw 6.0 and 

a Joyner-Boore distance Rjb = 9 km, has been employed to reproduce the August 24th, 2016 

acceleration response spectrum at outcropping flat seismic bedrock. The time-histories were 

extracted from the Engineering Strong-Motion Database (ESM), described in Luzi et al. (2016), by 

constraining the selection based on magnitude and distance reference windows, fault mechanism 

(consistently with the predominant mechanism in the study area) and soil-topography conditions. 

In detail, using a M=5.5-6.5 and distance = 0-15 km as reference window, we selected normal 

faults events, recorded at stations located on outcropping and flat rock conditions (i.e., subsoil 

class A and topography category T1 according to Italian technical code NTC18). The time -

histories were scaled using factors lower than 3 to obtain the compatibility with the target 

spectrum. The 2D numerical analyses were carried out with QUAD4M adopting a linear 

equivalent strategy to model material nonlinearity. Considering the quite high stiffness of material 

involved, the maximum shear deformations during the mainshock were in the order of 0.02% and 

therefore much less than 0.1%. In this deformation range, the equivalent linear approach gives 

results comparable to more rigorous true nonlinear analyses. Along the cross-sections in Figures 

13-16 we show the results of the 2D numerical analyses in terms of profiles of spectral 

amplification factors (FHa) and contours of spectral amplification ratio (SR). All parameters were 

computed on the horizontal component as average of the 7 simulations. In detail, the Amplification  

Factor (FHa) has been defined with reference to the 5% damped pseudo -acceleration elastic 

response spectra. It is calculated as the ratio between the integral of the pseudo-acceleration elastic 

response spectrum of the output motion (PSAout) and the pseudo-acceleration elastic response 

spectrum of the input motion (PSA in) in selected range of periods: 

𝐹𝐻𝑎 =
∫ 𝑃𝑆𝐴𝑜𝑢𝑡
𝑇𝑏

𝑇𝑎
(𝑇)𝑑𝑇

∫ 𝑃𝑆𝐴𝑖𝑛

0.5

0.1
(𝑇)𝑑𝑇

 

where Ta and Tb represent the limit values of the period range. 
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In this study, we considered three different ranges of period, following those proposed in Pergalani 

et al. (2019) for the study area (central Italy). The Authors, considering the building characteristics 

(essentially the number of floors), define the following period ranges: 0.1-0.5s; 0.4-0.8s; 0.7-1.1s. 

For the studied area, the most relevant range is the first one corresponding to buildings 

characterized by 1-4 floors.  

The contours of spectral amplification ratio were computed by taking the ratio, for each value of 

period, between the average spectral acceleration at each surficial node and the corresponding 

input average spectral acceleration.  

Additional 1D analyses have been carried out at selected points in order to estimate the relevance 

of 2D effects; FHa amplification factors from 1D simulations have been computed.  

Finally, we compared our results with damage pattern observed during the August, 24th 2016 

seismic event, in order to validate our model also in non-linear range 

 

5. Results 

In this section we present the results of our investigations, within paragraphs dedicated to the different 

phases of the activities carried out in this work. 

5.1 Building the preliminary subsoil model  

5.1.1 Geological survey 

Geological investigations allowed us to draw a detailed geological map of the study area, about 1 km
2
 in 

surface extension and shown in Figure 3. Observing the map, it can be see that the ridge where Arquata 

del Tronto village lies, is mainly elongated in WNW-ESE direction and made of the alternation of 

different lithotypes belonging to the Laga Formation. The lithotypes are structurally arranged in a 

monocline geometry (trending 45-50° and dipping to the WSW), which represents the reverse limb of an 

E-verging anticline. Where the mudstone-rich lithotype (LAG4b) crops out, the ridge profile is 

transversally affected by saddles getting it a 3D shape. 

Borgo and San Francesco hamlets are located about 200-500 m north of the Arquata del Tronto village 

and rise on alluvial valleys (Camartina and Pianella valleys in Figure 3, respectively), where the Laga 

Formation is covered by up to 30-40 m thick continental Quaternary deposits, mainly consisting of debris 

flow and coarse fluvial deposits (Fig. 3). 
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a) 

b)   

Figure 3. a) Geological map of the study area with the location of the four representative cross-sections 

and geophysical investigation sites used in this work.; b) an enlarged sketch of the Arquata del Tronto 

area (see inset in Figure 3a); c) legend of colors and symbols used in Figure 3a and b. Lithological 

units are described within the text. 

5.1.2 Geomechanical surveys 

We selected three sites across the Arquata del Tronto village named site1, site2, and site3 (Fig. 4) 

corresponding to the lithotypes LAG4c, LAG4b, and LAG4d, respectively. Site1 is characterized by up to 

1 m-thick tabular beds of sandstones; site2 is characterized by a layering of dominant mudstone/shale 

with intercalation of up to 2 cm-thick layers of laminated sandstone; site3 is characterized by a rhythmic 

alternation of up to 10 cm-thick siltstones (site3_M3), up to 5 cm-thick claystones (site3_M4), and up to 

30 cm-thick sandstones (site3_m5) (Fig. 5). 

MZ85 
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a) 

b) 
Figure 4. Google Earth© view (a) and panoramic view (b) of the Arquata del Tronto historical center, 

where the site locations for in-situ geomechanical measurements is shown. 

Results are reported in Figure 6 in terms of hardness index. For site1, measurements show data in the 

range of 44-62, with Gaussian best-fit statistics of 53.8±4.7 (corresponding to uniaxial strength value of 

about 190 MPa). For site2, measurements show data in the range of 26-36, with Gaussian best-fit 

statistics of 30.5±2.6 (corresponding to uniaxial strength value of about 50 MPa). For site3_M 3 

(siltstones), measurements show data in the range of 31-50, with Gaussian best-fit statistics of 41.8±4.3 

(corresponding to uniaxial strength value of about 110 MPa). For site3_M4 (claystones), measurements 

show data in the range of 31-49, with Gaussian best-fit statistics represented by two means of 34.8±1.9 

and 42.7±3.8 (corresponding to uniaxial strength value of about 70 MPa and 115 MPa, respectively). For 

site3_M5 (sandstones), measurements show data in the range of 41-56, with a Gaussian best-fit statistics 

of 50.3±3.4 (corresponding to uniaxial strength value of about 165 MPa). 

Summarizing, a progressive increase of the uniaxial strength value with the increasing grainsize of the 

bedding (from claystone to sandstone) is documented by the obtained results. This positive correlation is 

evident both when comparing results from different lithotypes (dominant sandstones from LAG4c in 

site1; claystones-siltstones-sandstones alternation from LAG4d in site3; dominant claystones from 

LAG4b in site2) and when comparing results from different grainsize facies within the same lithotype 

(claystones-siltstones-sandstones alternation from LAG4d in site3). 
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This correlation between lithotype and the uniaxial strength value suggests a differentiated mechanical 

behavior of the different lithotypes (and even of the different grainsize within the same lithotype), also in 

terms of stiffness, which is relevant for site response. Although additional analyses are required to 

confirm this trend, these preliminary results contribute to the evaluation of physical parameters that 

characterize the multilayer stratigraphic sequence at the Arquata del Tronto village. 

 

Figure 5. Outcrop details of the selected sites in LAG4b (a), LAG4d (b-d), and LAG4c (e). Labels M1-

M5 represent the selected stratigraphic layers considered for in-situ geomechanical measurements. 
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Figure 6. Relationships between lithofacies characteristics and hardness index as obtained by using the 

Schmidt hammer. Above, statistical analyses of the hardness index through the Gaussian best-fit statistics 

(the data distribution, the Gaussian curve, the mean and the standard deviation are provided). Below, 

schematic stratigraphic logs of the selected outcrops (the star corresponds to the bedding layer 

considered for measurements). 

5.1.3 Collection of pre-existing data and new acquisitions 

Both geognostic, geophysical, and geomechanical data available from previous studies and newer 

acquired specifically for this work, contributed to constrain the geometries and the thickness of the 

lithotypes. The results are summarized by four geologic cross -section passing through the villages of 

Arquata del Tronto (Section 1 and Section 4, in Figure 7a, d), San Francesco (Section 2, in Figure 7b) and 

Borgo (Section 3 in Figure 7c). 

The HVSR curves computed from noise measurements performed along the cross -sections show at San 

Francesco (Fig.8a) fundamental frequencies lower than those obtained at Borgo (3.5 Hz and 6 Hz, 

respectively; Fig.8b). Moreover, San Francesco highlights an amplitude level of the H/V curves higher 

than 4 with maximum peaks of 6 and 7, whereas Borgo H/V generally drops below 4. This observation, 

together with information coming from geological surveys and from boreholes stratigraphy of BH1 and 

BH6 (shown in the Appendix and referring to DH1 and DH6 in Fig. 3), highlights that the Quaternary 

cover in San Francesco is thicker than in Borgo. Finally, the higher amplitude observed in the HVSR 

curves in San Francesco could be related to a greater impedance contrast, due to the presence of the stiff 

arenaceous lithotype LAG4c, as seismic bedrock in the area (Fig.7b). 
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Figure 7. Cross-sections representative of the geological and structural setting of a -d) Arquata del 

Tronto; b) San Francesco; c) Borgo. The tracks of the-cross sections are shown in Figure 3. 

 

Regarding noise measurements carried out at the Arquata del Tronto ridge, all HVSR curves (Fig. 8c, d, 

e) generally highlight the presence of multiple peaks, markers of a possible broadband amplification 

related to the coupling of stratigraphic and topography effects. We interpreted this phenomenon as 

probably linked to the upper weathered-jointed portion of different rocky lithotypes cropping out on the 

a) 
 
 

b) 
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ridge, as inferred by the interpretation of borehole stratigraphies and down-hole data. In particular, a 

borehole, and the relative down-hole, performed directly on LAG4d outcrop (BH5 and DH5 in Appendix; 

for the location see Fig. 3), provided information on the thickness of the upper weathered -jointed portion, 

about 15 m, since at a depth of about 15-16 m the DH5 test shows an increase of the shear wave velocity 

(Vs) from 750 m/s to 1000 m/s (Pagliaroli et al., 2019). This latter value was assigned to unweathered 

LAG4d lithotype.  

a)  b) 

   

Figure 8. HVSR curves grouped according the different location where they have been recorded in: a) San 

Francesco; b) Borgo; c) Arquata del Tronto-LAG4c outcrop; d) Arquata del Tronto - LAG4b outcrop; e) 

Arquata del Tronto - LAG4d outcrop. For the location of noise measurements, see Figure 3. 

Moreover, an interesting observation derives from the analysis of ground motion polarization. Figure 9 

shows representative polar plots of six measures carried out on the ridge (two for each lithotype 

belonging to the Laga Formation). We found the presence of a different preferential roughly E-W directed 

polarization of the noise, in the frequency range of 2-3 Hz, in the stations situated on the WNW edge 

(HV1 and HV2 in Fig. 9) with respect to those located on ESE portion of the crest, directed preferentially 

along N-S (HV7 and HV8 in Figure 9). In some cases, the presence of two differently polarized peaks 

was observed for the same station (e.g., HV1 and HV8 in Fig. 9). Finally, measures taken on the center 

part of the ridge, show different pattern of polarization, directed both on NS and EW direction (HV 15 

and HV9, respectively, in Fig.9). 

San Francesco Borgo 

Arquata del Tronto 
LAG4c outcrop 

Arquata del Tronto 
LAG4b outcrop 

Arquata del Tronto 
LAG4d outcrop 

c) d) e) 
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Figure 9. Polar plots, in which the amplitude is a function of both the frequency and the directional 

polarization (azimuths measured from the geographic North), highlighting 3D site effects affecting the 

behavior of the ridge. For the location of noise measurements, see Figure 3. 

These findings strongly suggest that the ridge may be affected by 3D site effects. 

5.2 Definition of the subsoil model and its calibration in linear range 

The Vs of the less arenaceous lithotype (LAG4b) was assumed equal to 700 m/s on the basis of DH4 test 

(location in Figure 3; details reported in Appendix), whereas for both the weathered -jointed and intact 

portions the LAG4d lithotype, we derived this information from DH5 test (for the location of DH4 and 

DH5 see Figure 3; details are reported in Appendix). Differently, in the absence of direct investigations, 

the shear-wave velocity of LAG4c lithotype was assumed equal to 1200 m/s considering DH data on an  

equivalent lithotype acquired in the Amatrice area, 15 km south of Arquata del Tronto (CentroMS data 

available at www.webms.it, or at https://sisma2016data.it/microzonazione/). 
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Finally, having no direct measure taken on the weathered-jointed portion of the LAG4c and LAG4b 

lithotypes, Vs values were attributed considering the results of the mechanical surveys performed on the 

ridge. As we observed a progressive increasing of the UCS with the increasing grainsize of the bedding 

(from claystone to sandstone), taking into account Vs values directly measured on the others lithotypes of 

the Laga Formation, we deduced a Vs of 900 m/s and 650 m/s for the weathered -jointed LAG4c and 

LAG4b, respectively. 

Regarding the nonlinear properties adopted in this work, literature curves for gravelly soils (Rollins et al., 

1998) were employed for landslide covers and alluvial soils, given the prevalent coarse grain -size 

composition. Rocky lithotypes, characterized by high values of stiffness, were considered as linear visco-

elastic materials with a damping ratio D in the range 0.5% -1%.  

In order to verify the reliability of the subsoil model, we compared the numerical amplification functions 

with the corresponding experimental functions obtained by the application of the Generalized Inversion 

Technique (GIT) to earthquake recordings belonging to the 2016-2017 central Italy seismic sequence at 

the sites MZ80 (Fortress of Arquata) and MZ85 (Borgo) (Laurenzano et al., 2019). The comparisons, 

performed at control nodes of Section 1 and Section 3, between the results of linear 1D-2D numerical 

analyses and the experimental amplification functions obtained by GIT at MZ80 and MZ85 sites (black 

points in Fig. 11), show satisfactory agreement (Fig. 10).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 10. Calibration of the model: Comparisons between experimental results (black dotted curve) 

and numerical modelling (blue curve for 1D; red curve for 2D) in linear field at the control  nodes 

located along Section 1 (Arquata del Tronto) (a) and  Section 3 (Borgo) (b). 

 

a) 
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The shapes of 1D-2D and GIT amplification functions (EW component) obtained for control node in 

Section 1 at Arquata del Tronto ridge (Fig. 10a) are quite similar, although it is evident the higher 

amplification showed by the GIT curve. We have to point out that the ridge investigated is a 3D 

configuration and 2D analysis may slightly underestimate the response, failing in capturing the amount of 

the maximum amplification but adequately matching the frequency in which it occurs. A satisfactory 

agreement is observed between the differently computed results (Fig. 10b). In particular, 2D amplification 

function shows a peak with a maximum amplification of about 3 at 5.2 Hz, whereas 1D and GIT (NS 

component) reveal a peak of less amplitude, about 2 and 2.5, respectively, at 4.8 Hz. 

We report in Table 1 the computed physical and mechanical properties of the lithotypes assumed for the 

four investigated sections, whereas a sketch of the 2D mesh adopted to discretize Section 1, 2, and 3 is 

shown in Fig. 11. It has to been pointed out that QUAD4M software models geometric damping only at 

the bottom of the mesh by introducing viscous dampers (absorbing boundaries). By contrast, side 

boundaries are perfectly reflecting; therefore, in order to reduce the influence of artificially reflected 

waves, side boundaries were extended about 300 m in both directions from the points of interest. As the 

accuracy of the solution and the computational effort are influenced by the characteristics of the mesh, the 

geologic model related to the examined sections was discretized through triangular finite elements, whose 

length, complying with Kuhlemeyer & Lysmer (1973) is smaller than one-tenth to one-eighth of the 

wavelength associated with the highest frequency component of the input motion . 
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Figure 11. Finite element mesh adopted respectively for Section 1 (a), Section 2 (b) Section 3 (c) and 

Section 4 (d); the labels identify the lithotypes briefly described within the text, whose physical and 

mechanical properties are presented in Table 1. In a) and c) control nodes (black points) represent 

MZ80 and MZ85 OGS seismological station location, respectively named Fortress of Arquata del 

Tronto and Borgo; in a) b) c) and d) output node (red points) represents the hamlet center. On the left, 

details of the adopted meshes are also reported. 

 

 

a) 

b) 

c) 
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Table 1. Selected parameters for subsoil models used for site response analyses of Section 1, 2, 3, and 4 

Section 

/site 
material γ(kN/m3) 

Vs 

(m/s) 
ν (-) Nonlinear curves 

1 / 4 

Arquata del 

Tronto 

LAG4b 
LAG4c 

LAG4d 
LAG4c Weathered – Jointed portion 
LAG4b Weathered – Jointed portion 

LAG4d Weathered – Jointed portion 
Bedrock 

22 
23 

23 
22 
21 

22 
24 

700 
1200 

1000 
900 
650 

750 
1500 

0.4 
0.38 

0.4 
0.4 

0.42 

0.4 
0.36 

Linear D 1% 
Linear D 0.5% 

Linear D 1 % 
Linear D 1% 
Linear D 1% 

Linear D 1% 
Linear D 0.5% 

2 

San 

Francesco 

LAG4b 
LAG4c 
LAG4d 

Weathered – Jointed portion 
Sandy -Silty alluvial deposit  

Silty clay eluvial – colluvial deposit  
Debris flow deposit  

Bedrock 

22 
23 
23 

22 
18 
19 
21 

24 

700 
1200 
1000 

750 
400 
550 
700 

1500 

0.4 
0.38 
0.4 

0.4 
0.42 
0.42 
0.4 

0.36 

Linear D 1% 
Linear D 0.5% 
Linear D 1 % 

Linear D1% 
Rollins et al. (1998) 
Rollins et al. (1998) 
Rollins et al. (1998) 

Linear D 0.5% 

3 
Borgo 

LAG4b 
LAG4d 

LAG4d Weathered – Jointed portion 
Sandy -Silty alluvial deposit  

Colluvial deposit  
Debris flow deposit  

Bedrock 

22 
23 
22 
19 

21 
21 
24 

700 
1000 
750 
400 

600 
820 

1500 

0.4 
0.4 
0.4 

0.42 

0.4 
0.4 

0.36 

Linear D 1% 
Linear D 1 % 
Linear D 1% 

Rollins et al. (1998) 

Rollins et al. (1998) 
Rollins et al. (1998) 

Linear D 0.5% 

5.3 Numerical modelling of August 24th mainshock and validation of the subsoil model in 

non-linear range 

As already stated in section 4, numerical analyses were carried out by using as seismic input a set of 7 

real accelerograms compatible on average with of the August 24th, 2016 mainshock. Among these 7 

events, shown in Figure 12, we included two recordings of the August 24th, 2016 earthquake; one of 

these is a component of the recording at RQT seismic station (located 5 km northern of Arquata del 

Tronto hamlet) that has shown a perfect agreement with Akkar et al. (2014) target spectrum, therefore no 

amount of scaling has been necessary.  

 

Figure 12. Response spectra input selected for the numerical analyses. The dark dotted line represents 

the target spectrum obtained by the application of Akkar et al. (2014) attenuation law.  

At Arquata del Tronto (Fig. 13), the simulation reveals a prominent ground motion amplification (FHa 

~2) in the period range of 0.4-0.7s in correspondence of the eastern edge of the ridge close to the slope 
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crest (Fig. 13b), whereas lower values of amplification characterize the fortress (FHa ~1.8) and the 

western part of the village (FHa=1.6-1.8); minor amplification values (i.e., below 1.5) characterize the 

others period ranges (0.1-0.5s; 0.7-1.1s). This is confirmed by looking at the contour map of the 

amplification spectral ratio (Fig. 13a), which highlights amplifications as high as 2 at about 0.5-0.6 s in 

correspondence of the Fortress and eastern portion of the village (progressive 350 m and 600 m, 

respectively). By considering the quite low values of 1D amplifications (Figure 13b) in these areas the 

ground motion is essentially driven by topographic effects.  The relevance of topographic effects is 

confirmed by the 2D analyses carried out on the section crossing Arquata del Tronto along SSW-NNE 

direction (Section 4 in Fig.3). Spectral ratio and FHa present the highest values in the 0.4-0.8 s and 0.7-

1.1s period range (Fig-14) well above the 1D simulations. In particular, spectral amplifications as high as 

3 are reached around 0.6-0.7s therefore exceeding the amplification computed at section 1. Moreover, by 

comparing the results obtained at section 4 with those obtained along section 1, a relevant amplification 

(1.5-1.8) is also attained in the 0.1-0.5s period range; the spectral amplification clearly highlights a peak 

around 0.2s. The markedly different answers along the 2 sections of Arquata del Tronto ridge clearly 

indicate relevant 3D effects.  

 
Figure 13. Results of numerical analysis in term of Spectral amplification ratio (a) and Amplification 

Factor (b) computed along the geological Section 1 – Arquata del Tronto (c) 

 

b) 

a) 

c) 
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Figure 14. Results of numerical analysis in term of Spectral amplification ratio (a) and Amplification 

Factor (b) computed along the geological Section 4 – Arquata del Tronto (c). 

At San Francesco major amplification effects take place in the 0.1–0.5 s period range (Fig.15b) where 

amplification of about 2.6 characterizes the eastern edge of the valley (Fig. 14b); on the other hand, 

values between 1.5 and 2 are achieved at the western edge. Lower values (below 1.5) are attained in the 

higher period ranges (0.4-0.8s; 0.7-1.1s). This observation is consistent with the trend of the values of the 

spectral amplification ratio showed in Fig.14a. A clear peak of amplification of about 4 characterizes the 

valley near its eastern edge at 350-370 m for periods around 0.2s (Fig. 15c). The combined effects of the 

thickness of the Holocene continental deposits resting on the stiffer lithotype of the Laga Formation 

(LAG4c) with surficial and buried morphology could explain the estimated amount of amplification. The 

significant difference between 1D and 2D amplification factors at the eastern edge highlights the 

relevance of 2D amplification phenomena associated with surficial and buried morphology.  

 

 

c) 

a) 
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Figure 15. Results of numerical analysis in term of Spectral amplification ratio (a) and Amplification 

Factor (b) computed along the geological Section 2 – San Francesco (c). 

Minor amplification effects (FHa ~1.6) are observed at Borgo (Fig.16b), with a peak located at the eastern 

side of the valley, where the hamlet is built on, in the correspondence of 0.1-0.5s period range (Fig. 16b). 

Here, the seismic bedrock underlying the continental deposits is the LAG4d characterized by a lower 

stiffness with respect to the San Francesco area. Moreover, Borgo is also characterized by a slightly lower 

thickness of the Holocene continental deposits than those in San Francesco. At the NNE eastern edge of 

the valley the LAG4b lithotype can be found having a stiffness comparable with the valley filling 

materials; no relevant 2D effects are therefore expected as shown by the comparison between 1D and 2D 

amplification factors. At higher period ranges (0.4-0.8s; 0.7-1.1s), negligible amplification values are 

attained at Borgo, as it is  also attested by the computation of the spectral amplification ratio (Fig. 16a). 
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Figure 16.  Results of numerical analysis in term of Spectral amplification ratio (a) and Amplification 

Factor (b) computed along the geological Section 3 - Borgo (c). 

The results obtained at San Francesco and Borgo are substantially compatible with HVSR observations: 

the HVSR curves show almost flat spectral ratios for frequencies lower than 1 Hz (i.e., period > 1 s), 

whereas peaks appear in the frequency range of 3-8 Hz (0.1-0.3s). Moreover, higher amplitudes 

characterize San Francesco with respect to Borgo well matching the differences in the amplification 

factors computed by 2D analyses.  

The same observation can be done also for Arquata del Tronto, where HVSR measurements present 

higher values of spectral ratio than in Borgo and San Francesco at frequency range of 1.2-2Hz 

corresponding at periods of 0.5-0.8s. This is consistent with the high values of amplification factor 

computed for the ridge along Section 1 and 4 in the period range of 0.4-0.7s. Moreover, the peaks of the 

HVSR acquired at Arquata del Tronto in frequency range of 2.5-6 Hz corresponding to period range of 

0.15-0.4s, are reflected by numerical analyses along the section 4 while they are missing in the Section 1 

simulations. Even if results from HVSR technique should be carefully considered in such complex 

configurations, they provided very useful information also highlighting the presence of 3D effects 

captured by the 2D simulations carried out on the two cross -sections 1 and 4.  

a) 

b) 

c) 
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In order to compare the seismic response of the three villages, nonlinear amplification functions and 

average acceleration response spectra for four nodes representative of the investigated villages are  also 

reported (Fig. 17). 

   a) 

    b)    

Figure 17. a, b) Simulation of the August 24th, 2016 mainshock: 2D numerical results in nodes 

representative (output node) of the most damaged location in Arquata del Tronto, San Francesco and 

Borgo.  See Fig. 11 for the location of output nodes. 

The investigated sites show a quite different seismic response especially in the 1-3 Hz frequency range. 

The highest amplification can be noticed at San Francesco (Fig.17a) where a peak of about 5 is attained 

at about 2.5 Hz; amplifications as high as 2-3 characterize the Arquata del Tronto ridge (calculated 

along Section 1 and 4; see Fig.3 for the location) while a deamplification or moderate amplification of 

ground motion is observed at Borgo (Fig. 17a). For frequencies higher than 3 the seismic response is 

more homogeneous among the three sites, being Borgo and Arquata (Section 4) characterized by higher 

amplifications although somewhat moderate (about 2 around 5-7 Hz).  

 

6. Discussion 

Arquata del Tronto, San Francesco and Borgo villages experienced a different degree of damage (D4-5; 

D2-3; D1-2, respectively in Figure 1) during the August 24th,2016 seismic event, despite their 

proximity (less than 500 meters) and their similar distance to the earthquake epicenter.  
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The villages consist mainly of unreinforced masonry structures 2–3 stories in height. Very few structures 

were retrofitted with through-going iron bars. Isolate relatively modern reinforced concrete structures can 

be found (essentially in Borgo and San Francesco). Noise measurements carried out by Pagliaroli et al. 

(2015) in Castelvecchio Subequo village (Abruzzi Region in central Italy) with reference to typical 2-3 

stories masonry buildings like those located in the study area , showed that first vibration modes are in the 

range 4–6 Hz. These frequencies, estimated from ambient vibrations, characterize the building behavior 

in the linear range. As shown by Michel et al. (2011) a reduction up to 50 % of the vibration frequencies 

can take place during earthquakes because of the nonlinear behavior of masonry structures and 

development of cracking for severe shaking. This reduction, therefore, suggests that fundamental 

frequencies lies around 2-3 Hz during the most severe part of the shaking. 

The response spectra in the concerned period range (0.1-0.5 s) computed at Arquata del Tronto and San 

Francesco (Figure 17b) could explain the high damage observed in the two villages with respect to Borgo 

after the August 24th mainshock (Fig. 1). Moreover, it should be noticed that the major damage occurred 

at Arquata del Tronto can be partially related to the vulnerability of buildings, which is slightly higher 

than in Borgo and San Francesco: no reinforced masonry structures were identified in th e Arquata del 

Tronto village. In fact, iron bar-reinforced buildings, isolated concrete structures, and more recent 

masonry buildings were noticed only in Borgo and San Francesco. The combination of ground motion 

amplification and vulnerability could have played a relevant role on the significant difference in damage 

level observed in the three hamlets, as shown in Fig. 1. In addition, Arquata del Tronto is probably 

affected by 3D effects, as emphasized by the numerical results computed for two perpendicular cross-

sections: the real amplification is maybe quite higher than that calculated by the numerical analyses (Fig. 

17a) and comparable with or even higher than San Francesco. 

Coherently with the observed damage pattern, major amplifications do occur at San Francesco and 

Arquata del Tronto sites. We noticed the highest amplification peak of about 5 at San Francesco whereas 

Arquata del Tronto ridge exhibits a peak of about 3, in the same frequencies range of 1.5-3 Hz. However, 

the 2D analyses could underestimate the real response at the ridge: the execution of 2D analyses on two 

perpendicular sections of Arquata clearly revealed 3D effects. Conversely, at Borgo the numerical 

analysis shows negligible amplification at 1.5-3 Hz. This frequency range is typical of masonry building 

similar to those located in the investigated villages, if the reduction of the vibration frequencies for the 

nonlinear behavior of the masonry structures is taken into account. 

7. Conclusions 

Local seismic response analyses were performed by using 1D and 2D numerical methods and 

experimental recordings (HVSR and GIT techniques) in the Arquata del Tronto area, following the 

heterogeneous damage pattern observed in the aftermath of the August 24th, 2016 central Italy event. In 

fact, despite their proximity (less than 500 meters) Arquata del Tronto, San Francesco and Borgo villages 

experienced a different degree of damage (D4-5; D2-3; D1-2, respectively).  

The numerical results can explain the lower damage observed at Borgo with respect to Arquata del Tronto 

and San Francesco villages.  
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Regarding the physical phenomena responsible for site effects, Arquata del Tronto suffered a ground 

motion amplification induced by ‘‘atypical topographic effects’’ (Massa et al., 2014), which are linked to 

the presence of a ridge characterized by a 3D shape and the alternation of highly dipping different rocky 

materials and of a weathered-jointed upper layer. 

On the other hand, the higher amplification observed in San Francesco rather than Borgo, lying on valleys 

characterized by similar morphology, may be ascribed to the different thickness and mechanical 

properties of the Quaternary covers, as well as the different stiffness of lithotypes representin g the local 

seismic bedrock, resulting in a higher impedance contrast at San Francesco with respect to Borgo. 

The case study here presented shows that in complex geological and morphological configurations the 

numerical model could be successfully calibrated by adopting a multidisciplinary approach, taking into 

account information coming from both geological, geomechanical, geophysical surveys and experimental 

methods. In particular, HVSR curves from noise measurements provided encouraging results in catching 

the fundamental frequency and highlighting 3D effects also in such complex configurations. Moreover, 

this work shows the importance of a seismological network, whose recordings could be used to obtain 

experimental amplification functions to apply in the calibration of reliable numerical models. This 

alternative may appear expensive but it is encouraged in the case of microzonation studies in regions 

characterized by such a complex geological, morphological, and structural setting. 
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Appendix: Interpreted borehole stratigraphies (BH) and downhole results (DH) 

used to constrain the subsoil model.  Locations are reported on Figure 3. The 

original files can be found at https://sisma2016data.it/microzonazione/ 
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HIGHLIGHTS 

 Numerical modelling (1D and 2D) and experimental methods applied for the 

evaluation of seismic local response due to complex site effects  

 Experimental amplification functions applied in the calibration of reliable 

numerical models 

 A comparison between the response of numerical and experimental results with 

the damage induced by the 2016 mainshock, justifying the observed pattern 

 Encouraging results of curves from noise measurements in catching the 

fundamental frequency and highlighting 3D effects also in such complex 

configurations 
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